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A r t
BY LORA L. HART

Grizzly Editor
"The Art Center will be fun,
exciting and a haven," Lisa
Tremper replied to the question
posed 'What do you want the Art
Center to be to the Ursinus
students?'
The Philip I. Berman Art
Center-a major controversy on
campus, second only to the antihazing policy-will be opening in
the fall semester of the 1988-89
academic year.
In..,..., a recent interview with
President Richard P. Richter and
Lisa Tremper, Director of The
Philip I. Berman Art Center, The
Grizzly attempted to seek answers
to some of the most currently
asked questions about the Center
and clear many of the misconceptions students have. One of the
major questions now is 'Will the
Center be as exciting and fun as
Tremper expects it to be?'
It certainly will, if Tremper and
Richter's enthusiasm catch on.
During the course of this interview,
this Grizzly editor became infected
with same enthusiasm they displayed.
. "The Art Center is not a museum
In.the sense of a mausoleum, with
permanent and unmoving objects,"
Richter said. "Envision six changes

atterns
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of exhibition per academic year
intended to enhance and embrace
the visual arts."
Richter then explained how the
exhibits and the Art Center itself
will be a new academic resourcea direct support for the humanities,
social sciences, and even sciencesthat is " ... filling agap that shouldn't
be there in the first place ... " as a
part of the liberal arts process.
This concept may be hard to
explain to students who do not
realize the importance of an art
center. However, as both Richter
and Tremper were quick to point
out, most re'putable colleges already
possess art centers. Lehigh, Rutgers,
Penn State, and Haverford are
only a few of the colleges/universities that already have art
centers.
Is this a college case of "keeping
up with the Joneses"? Hardly- 1'~~~_ _ _""_ _·_..b..~~~L~~Locl
Richter emphasized that the Center
is an attempt to "enrich the whole
place" -and he was concerned
that, as well as Tremper was, with
the response of the student body to
the Center. Both find it important
that the students will utilize the
Center as a resource.
Tremper stated, "We want to
build programs around the Center."
She explained how, for example,
art is a very strong reflection of
See Art P. 3

Bid Day-once a highlight of the spring semester-now begins another three
controversy. See related opinions on page 2.

~--------------------------------------------------------------------~

Is He a Dummy or Isn't He?

The Versatile Ventriloquist Colleges are clamoring for Barber and
Seville.
Jim Barber is a talented performer who is turning heads with
an unforgettable show the audiences are applauding as truly original

ears

ALL CAMPUS ALERT: The College is in the final coutdown to the $20 million goal for Patterns/or

the Future: the Campaign/or Ursin us. As of February 11, the Campaign total is:

$19,590,342
The Campaign, announced publicly in 1985, is scheduled for completion of June 30, 1988. Board
members, alumni, friends, faculty, staff and students-all have supported this important effort, many
with their time as ~ell as their money.
Campaign has generated support in the following areas, with the goals directly related to needs
identified by the Board Long-Range Planning Committee and the Campus Planning Group.
Watch for the new total each week and be prepared for an all-campus celebration when we reach $20
million!
An all-campus celebration is being planned for Thursday, March 3, to celebrate the reaching of the
$20 million campaign goal. The day will center around a maxi-dinner special which will feature foods
that kids like-popcorn machines, cotton candy machines, sno-cones, hotdogs, and hamburgers.
Live music is being planned for dinner also.
The celebration will also feature the moving of The Aggrssil'e Couple to it'sa new location. AJJ
students are invited and encouraged to attend since the sculpture is being moved in response to student
demands.
Dinner will have a "money" theme to celebrate the reaching of the goal. Invitations will be issued in
the form of fake $100 dollar bills. The administration is excited about reaching the goal and encourage all
students to take an active part in the day.
'ST AR and CAB will be working in conjunction with admini tration to make the celebration one
everybody will enjoy.

and refreshingly funny. His unique
skills blend comedy and music
into a novel stage act that is dra wing rave reviews everywhere.
Barber and Seville will appear
on Ursin us College Campus Saturday, February 27, at 7:30 p.m. in
Bomberger Auditorium. He will
provide an unforgettable variety
show as a multitalented ventriloquist. Guess which is the mannequin and which is the man.

Jim Barber has a list of credits
which has made him one of the
most sought after entertainers of
the year. He has performed at college campuses and nightclubs across
the country and around the world,
He has experience with TV and
radio both as performer and
producer.
The performance is free and
open to the entire Ursinus College
Community.
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Doughty to Griz'zly
Editor: KISS OFF

Kiss: Boo! Hiss!
To Prof. Epistle
Yesterday afternoon (12:00) during crucial pasteup hours for-The Grizzly,
I received Dr. Doughty's letter (above). This is his first unfair gesture to this
newspaper and to me. Our letter policy is printed every week, and it states,
"Letters should be deposited in The Grizzly mailbox in Corson Basement by 7
p.m. Monday." Either Doughty was ignorant of this fact, or he was deliberately not giving me enough time to respond to his comments: it's hard to say
which is worse.
I consider this an attack not only directed towards me, but also directed
towards the integrity of The Grizzly. Obviously The Grizzly has limited
resources in regards to the Rutgers incident. We have no money in our budget
to travel to the New Brunswick campus to interview "friends" of the victim.
The Grizzly would not, however, print "downright false" information.
My main source, not the junior male Rutgers student, is a defense lawyer
asked to cover the case. This is a criminal investigation, and he does not wish
to have his name released. The Grizzly honors his request. But in a telephone
conversation with the lawyer last night, he reaffirmed what was printed in the
Feb. 19 Grizzly. Here is a paraphrase of our discussion:
When this incident occurred, Callahan was a brother. This was a
post pledging incident. While it is unclear as to the facts of how this
exactly occurred, [he consumption of alcohol took place after he was a
brother. This makes this case more of a civil liability case. than a
violation of the A nti-hazing Law.
Since we cannot say what exactly happened because we were not
there, we don't know if his fellow brothers encouraged him to drink in
celebration, or he willingly drank himself in his own elation at that
time.

This is a tangible source. The lawyer is not an acquaintance of the editor; I
-have never met--him in person. Hewever, in review of his test~m0ny,~t·is quite
possible that this is a story told to protect the Lambda Chi fraternity. The
Grizzly will not speculate.
Doughty fails to realize that my second source (who is an "acquaintance of
the editor" - Wow! what a keen observation!), was not asked to cite the
specifics of the incident. Instead he was asked what the general feeling was on
the main campus. The source replied, "A lot of students here think the
University shut down the fraternities because it had to do something .... "
Opinions citing generalizations are allowed to be printed. Read The Inquirer
or The New York Times.
Doughty failed to recognize that the source related another tragedy involving an intoxicated freshman at Rugers-who was not a Greek. Newspapers
did not splash this on their headlines. Comments?
Doughty states in reference to my front page article, "The statements are
fundamentally at variance with the facts." I ask you. Dr. Doughty, what
exactl yare the facts? The Inquirer and The New York Times obviousl y ha ve
access to more information than The Grizzly. But. the only person who really
knows the truth is dead. Speculating does nothing but aggravate the
condition.
See Kiss P. 12

To the Editors:
In her leading article "R utger
Tragedy Twofold" and "Editorial"
(both in last week's edition), Jean
Marie Kiss makes a number of statements that can fairly be characterized
as biased, misleading and d~\Vnright
false.
Although it will require a long letter
to do so, I would like to take issue with
these statements one by one.
First the false information and misleading 'statements-referring to the
tragic death of James C. Callahan and
other recent alcohol overdose ca e ,
Kiss stat~ in her editorial:
A Rutgers fraternity member
died from alcohol poisollin;.
Thirty-seven non-Greek Princeton students were hospitalized
for alcohol poisoning in ONE
week.
Non [sic] of these incidenls
related to pledging activities.
She also tates in her front-page article:
A lthough area newspapers claim
Callahan was a Lambda Chi
fraternity pledge, The Griz~ly
discovered he was actually an
'associate' brother.... Associate
brothers do not pledge.
She then goe on to tate, citing an
unnamed Rutgers tudent a a ource,
. that "reports that Callahan wa forced
to drink until he omited were false."
These statements are fundamentally at
variance with the facts, as stated in
several reliable new paper including
the New York Times and the Philadelphia Inquirer. According to an article
in Tuesday's Inquirer. Callahan wa ,
in point of fact, engaged in a drinking
rite that was part of a fraternity initiation when he died. To den) that thi
initiation was part of "pledging" or
"hazing" is to engage in mi leading
emantic gymna tic and comes close
to outright Iyi~g Whatel'(f you call it.
the . tudent' death wa a direct re ult
of a fraternity initiation. Wa he forced
to drink himself to death'> No, not a

[ ic] gunpoint, but the Inquirer article
make. It clear that Callahan ~ as
euphonc about the initiation nght and
wa de perate to "belong" to the
group. That' peer pre . urr. and peer
pre ure i a form of moral. or In thi
ca e clearly immoral, coercion . I might
add that the Inquirer article i ba ed on
interview \! ith Callahan' fnend and
people who were pre ent at the drinking ritual, not on hear ay te timony
from a "non-Greekjunior male Rutgers
student" whose only credential would
appear that he is an acquaintance of
the editor.
Al o. the tatemenl about Princeton
i disingenuou and mi leading. Of
cour e the Pnnceton drinking victims
were"non-Greek" -there are no frater
nitie at Princeton! There are Eating
Club .. ho\\e\er. who e purpose and
activitie are \ irtually identIcal to that
offraternilie . And ye terda}' Inquirer
make it clear that the great majority
of the recent ca e of alcohol pOI oning
at Princeton took place at club funclton . Either the edllor was Ignorant of
this fact or wa deliberately withholding information: it' hard to ay \\ hich
i wor e.
Secondly, I would like to comment
on the ob ious bias of the e article.
While the author comes out courageously against quasi-suicide by alcohoI poisoning (Wow, what a controversial position!) and states that she is
"not complaining about Ur inu . new
pledging policies" (they are "the law"
after all}, it's till pretty clear \\ here she
stands. Like too man, other orority
and fraternity members, the author i
incapable of recognizing the re ponsibility of the Greek y. tern and the
organization themselve for the wa tage of young lives. If omebody die.
at a frat function. it' not "hazing," or
it's not "pledging' that \\a at fault. Or
if it was hazing. then "thl I cau ed b.'
irre pon . ihk pledge leader .. not
pledging itself. And ultimately, of course
sheen~ up blaming the ictims. "It i the

indi idual' decision to 'party' till you
puke," she as er . "Re pon ible consumption is the key." Or, a the Pre ident of Zeta Chi put it in another
fronl-page article, "they can alway
ay no if they want to." Right! But
who wants to say no in that kind of a
situation? James Callahan ob\iously
didn't and neither do most other
'pledges' (or whate er you insist on
calling them). It i the re ponsibilityof
the fraternities and sororitie to ensure
that their pledges are not placed in a
potentially dangerou situation due to
'pledging: 'hazing: 'initiation' or other
forms of peer pressure coercion.
ow, Karen Singhofen. who contributed a very good letter to the a me
Griz::ly i ue la t week. might well
re pond to the. e comment by a king
me wh) 1 didn't attend the r lent
Open Dialogue and .,ay the e thin~
there. My an \\ t!r to that 1\ -impk: 1\ e
aid them hundred of time. in the la t
thlTteen year In other dialogue. in
Campu Life committee meeting. in
J-Board hearing. In m) cia'>. e . at partie and at dOlen of other \'enue~. And
allthl ha accompli hed i~ to earn me
a reputatIon ao; being an inveteratl'
enemy offral. and OTOnlJe" (which J
am l1o!) and a mouthpiece for th l'
admtni. tration (v,'hich I am .llo/ --ju~t
a. k them'). So. at thi. point. 1 am
exa perated and frankly tired of being
neered at and \ ilified by tudent who
are not mature enough to accept the
responsihility for their own (and their
fratrmitie ' or snroritie ') action ann
the urgent need for reform. So. I u. J?ect, are many of my colleagues on the
facult~

In her editorial. Jean K i tate that
he I "di gu 'ted." \Vdl . () am I. BUl I
continue to hope that rca on will.prC'\ail. so that the \'aluable a'>pcl,:t c)f
Greek life can continue here at (Jr i,nu .. Rt~~lrettarJ~ I do not thin" the
Gri::zly is making a positive contribulIlJll til that outl nme.
\ . AI\\ a~ •
Rn

D()Ughl~. ·6~.

Cookbooks Stew Students

Dear Editors:
ideas. Two, there could be an that these cookbooks be packaged
Upon looking at the Gazette of overwhel ming interest in the joy of together in a big box and be sent to
Feb. 22, we stumbled on the Myrin cooking in evening school students. Wismer in the hope, although
Library's new "current and popu- _Three, someone has obviously prob'ably in vain, that the money.
lar books." Four out often of these noticed the abundance of inedible spent on these books won't be
new acquisitions just so happened food at Wismer and wishes to give totally wasted.
to be cookbooks. We asked our- them some professional advice.
Sincerely,
selves"'::"-why? How many Urshrus'
Three
starving
but
hopeful
students
In the final analysis, we suggest
...
students actually bake bread~ make
homemade soup; use, or even own,
a Cuisinart, or bake casseroles?
There is an obvious dearth of stuletters must be typed and no more than 300
dent interest or use of cookbooks.
words.
Name and telephone number are reUpon pondering the reason that
quired
for
verification purposes. letters should
the library bought these books
be
deposited
in the Grizzly mail box in Corson
instead of new journals or up to
Basement by 7 p.m. MO!",day. The Grizzly
date science books, we could come
reserves the right to edit ~ all letters. Requests,
up with only three reasons.
for
anonymity will be considered by the
One, the librarians are sick of
'editorial board.
cooking the same old thing for
their families and need some new

-

.
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IICampus

,..,..*".;===========----------------------~--------------------------------~

Memoli

...

'*
~
~

Students often get upset when
with the entrance to the new art:
talking about changes taking place
center and opposite Wismer with a ~
~tl\.O, OL\.'E. ? ..
in the buildings and grounds of the
magnificent new academic building ~
college.
(the bookstore and English DeI tell them how great the new partment consigned to history).
..
campus will be when it has been
The present street will become a ~
developed. They tell me how
promenade without through ve- ..
inconvenient it is to sandwich
hicular traffic from the new art :
Student Activities into Wismer, to center, across the core plaza, and ,..
walk through the mud in the
on to Reimert.
Village, to trip over carpet in the
A WHOLLY NEW WISMER: :
library.
Picture Wismer completely renI talk about the grace and style ovated into a social center of the :
of professional landscaping and fust order. Imagine that the present ..
the effects of architectural design dining room has been abandoned.
on the environment for learning. Picture in Wismer the book store, :
They tell me the hot water heater is a central mail room, and other ..
broken in their residence hall and services. Add in your mind's eye a :
wonder why the paint is peeling
wholly new dining room onto the
on their ceiling.
existing Wismer Hall, with space :
I remember the campus as it for serving the whole resident
was five years ago and envision student population with style ~!.ld :'--_ _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

*

*"
*"

*

*
*

what it will be like five years from
now. Students say, 4'But I am here
for only four years. What are you
doing to make it better for me right
now?"
Such a difference in perspective
can never be wholly reconciled.
Nor should it be. Obviously, the
nitty gritty operation should go
well. But, at the same time, without
a plan for the future Ursinus would
never progress.
A student recently told me that
some students have negative feelings about the physical plant plans
because they have not learned
what is happening in the long run.
Fair enough: let me recap in hopes
of infecting some with an enthusiasm for what should become one
of the most graceful small college
campuses in the nation.

,..
:
..
:
,..
,..
:

Art From P. 1

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
history. Historical paintings show environment. I want them to be imagination is l~mitless. It's imtime periods that can be studied more a~are of their sense than portant for the students to unand interpreted by students. This is perhaps they are."
derstand."
only one example Tremper gave of
how the Center can be used to
Richter also pointed out that
The amount of material the
enrich the liberal educ.ation process. there is a practical val ue to being
Philip'" Berman Art Center will
modious extension of the present: Tremper is also planning themes broadly educated. He also discussed produce for this campus is also
campus.
,.. to center exhibitions around for how the study of art leads to limitless, and hopefully the Center
When will these visions turn : the enjoyment of the students~ She self-understanding.
will be a place for the studen tc to
into realities? Alas, for the most ,.. said, "Students today are often so
discover
more about themselves
"The Arts are so broad, "
d' h'
h I
k d
part, they will not appear before ,.. ~
and
the
world
around them.
Tremper expostulated. "It's not
most current students have been ,.. oculse 10 t . elf sc 00 wor an
.. goa s. S ometImes they neglect their just paintings or sculptures. The
graduated.
,..
.
efficiency.
Walk down behind the football
stands near the new soccer field.
Where you see a little white farm
house, picture a new "residential
village," with small residence halls
constituting a modern and com-

:Edetors Need ed

Meanwhile, students have opportunities to help us plan. I hope"
I
they will try to broaden their: Applications for the positions
perspective and see that the Ursinus ,.. of Editor-in-Chief for the three
that is here after they have grad- : student publications are being
uated will. s!i~1 be as much their: sought by the Student Publicacollege. as It IS today.
.
tions Committee. This commitThe Improvement offhe Ursmus ,.. tee is composed of faculty and
campus fO.r tomorro~ will add to : staff members, student represenof the .....
"'- tatl' ve s,an d e d't
db'
the educatIonal effectIveness
.
I ors an
usmess
College. That Will enhance the : managers of THE GRIZZLY,
value ~f the degrees of all graduates .. the LANTERN and the RUBY.
"'1
ofUrslOus, regardless of the date of .. Th
..
e committee WI I meet on
·
our gra d ua t Ion.
If any students would like to : M~rch 16, 1988 to elect 1988-89
look in more detail at plans for the
editors.
campus, stop by my office at Corson
Anyone with questions conHall.
cerning duties and responsibil-

*'

Letters Continued

Get ,A

ROOD1!

Dear Editors:
to sleep in a public place? Pretty
I am writing to you with a comsoon they'll start storing their
THE CORE: Picture all traffic
plaint that is common to most
clothes and paraphernalia in the
Quad residents. I, among others,
removed from the street that now
bureaus in Beardwood lounge.
runs the length of the campus from
pay $12,000+ ($13,000) next year
east to west. Imagine through
to attend ":this institution of higher
If this isn't against school regulearning. Included in this bill, is
traffic, instead, on·a new road that
lations as of now, I suggest it be. I
$1700 for room and board. I was
will run from the east side of the
don't think it is fair to allow a
never informed that in event that I student to do this. What is the
quad, behind the row of evergreens
had a boyfriend, he and I could problem with her room-( or his)? If
and west to the Helfferich Hall
sleep in the lounges.
she has a roommate problem, she
area.
On many instances in the past should go to the Office of Student
In front of Wismer, imagine a
ifies should see current Editorsgraceful plaza linking on the east
Richard P. Richter in-Chief: Jean Marie Kiss or few weeks, I have walked in the .Life, . instead of sleeping in the
louftge to study or type, so I don't lounge like she's homeless! Somedisturb
my roommate, and I encoun- . thing needs to be said to this
Lora Hart (GRIZZLY), Maria
ter
this
couple laying on top of Aggressive Couple. They need to
D'Arcangelo (LANTERN), and
Jt-SUSAN MILLER
MARK GREEN
,.. Sharon Stein (RUBY). Publicaeach other doing their thing in full
tion advisors are also available view of everyone entering the Quad realize that the lounge is for relax.:
5% Off Candy & Baked Goods
:. to explain the editorial positi- through the proper door. My ing, studying or enjoying the beau,..
With this Ad!
: • . ons: Dr. Cobbs (GRIZZLY), Dr. grandparents came to see the tiful view of Paisley Beach. I don't
think they should be allowed to
Volkmer(LANTERN),andMrs. school, and I went to show them continue such a P.D.A. (public
r~
.,,,~.
.,,,"rr~
Harris (RUBy).
the lounge: To their surprise, not
display of affection) in our lounges
,.
HAND DIPPED CHOCOLATES, FUDGE,
:
Letters of application, stating mine, they found a pillow, comforwhich are there for our conven~
SUGAR AND SALT FREE CANDIES,
,.. your qualifications and prospecter, alarm clock, stuffed animals,
ience, not theirs. GET A ROOM!
,..
GIFTS AND HANDMADE ITEMS
:
tive plans should be received by and a male's change of clothes.
PHONE
•
Mrs. Harris, Economics Depart- How would you explain to your
*478 MAIN STREET
,..
Sincerely
grandparents that two individuals
"COLLEGEVILLE PA 19426
12151 489·2~54
. . ment, Bomberger 209C, by 3:00
One of the many concerned
whopay$1700/yearforaroomclJ<>a;e
Quad Residents
p.m., March 14, 1988.

*

*

**********************************
*********************************i
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*
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Zimmers Open Hearts
BY DA WNA GRIECO

OJ The Grizzly
"Can you imagine loving someone enough to let him go?" asked
Lorraine Zimmer, Director of
Admissions, as she discussed the
journey that her foster children Ly
Pha and Loi Nguyen made from
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam to the
United States.
Zimmer and her husband Jeff
became interested in foster pareraing when they learned more about
the hardships of children in politi~ally repressive Vietnam. Ly Pha
and Loi became part of the Zimmer
family five months ago after they
endured a physically and emo' tionally ,draining trip. Walking
through Cambodia, a boat trip to
Thailand, and a visit to a refugee
camp were just a few of the hardships that the youths endured before
they traveled to the United States.
Ly Pha and Loi have found in
the United States the secure and
pleasant home that they so desperately desired. They greatly appreciate many of the things that most
Americans take for granted, such
as the quantities and varieties of
food and educational opportunities. For example, in Vietnam Ly
Pha would not have the opportunity to continue her education as she
does in the United States, because
her native country does not believe

m educating women. She currently
attends Downington High School
and hopes to attend college. She
treasures the ability to pursue her
interest and to learn more about
new subjects.
Ly Pha and Loi also have successfully learned how to live in the
United States. Microwave ovens,
supermarkets, and additional luxuries and con veniences are new to
both of them. In addition, snowstorms were a new experience for
them, for they are used to temperatures that rarely fall below seventy
degrees Fahrenheit. Also, Vietnamese are expected to handle their
emotions differently than Americans. For Ly Ph~ and Loi, in times

of anger, were expected to
to evaluate the situation
before they responded to it. The
youth, in addition, highly esteem
the qualities of respect and trust.
The youth retain vivid memories of Vietnam, particularly since
another brother and sister still live
in Vietnam with their parents.
They miss their friends and family,
but their courage in dealing with
cultural and language barriers has
helped them to retain the customs
of their Vietnamese upbringing
and to adjust to American life.
When the Zimmers opened their
home to these youths, they also
opened their hearts to two very
special people.
wi~hdraw

Loi Nguyen, the Zimmer's Joster child relaxes in America.

Curious George To the Rescue
BY ED WENTZEL

OJ The Grizzly
The '88 Winter Olympics got
off to a very exciting start this year.
Calvary, the host city, had one of
the most extra vagant and memorable opening ceremonies on
Olympics history. It could only
fuel the patriotism and natural
pride that always seems to grow
around the Olympic Games. This
year was no different.
On opening night our Olympics
Hockey Team slashed right through
Austria and talk began to gro\\
about another possible "miracle
on ice". Jim McKay came to us
every night in his red tie and told
ll4i how well we expect to do in
speed skating, downhill skiing. and
hockey, as well as figure skating.
Well adly that wa' last week.
Reality has set in drastically over
the Winter Games. The Dan Jansen
story is in a class all of its own: the
courage he display~d skating in the
face of his tragedy we will all
rememher for ever.
From that moment on. our
Olympic Team collapsed. Only
one of the original Women's ski
team members could c~mpete. All

the others suffered serious injury
while training. Our men's downhill ski team was the laughing
stock of the Calgary Chinooks.
Their coach even got fired one
week into the Olympic Games.
Then there is the Willie Gault
story. The only thing Willie ha

done for thp bobsled team is remind
Americans that we actua])y have
one. He doesn1t belong there, and
the controversy has rocked the
entire bobsled team. Gault claims
he has the best starting time. but
the coaches say he fin;c;hed second
See George P. 8
I

Musser Presents
Sunday, Fe~. 28

6:30 p.m. - Musser Lounge

Mephisto

Tuesday, March I
Bomberger 120

6:30 p.'m.-

50c I\\(£R
['

L-

Or. DeCatur speaks on "A Traveler's
View 0/ the United Kingdom."

Wednesday, March 2
Musser Main Lounge
French Chat

7 - 9 p.m.
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Teams Sport Banner Season.s
BY VERONICA ALGEO

OJ The Grizzly
The banner seasons of the v. inter sports teams are coming to a
close. The men's and women's
basketball teams have ended their
seasons in disheartening fashions,
the women's indoor trach team is
goingf out in a blaze of glory and
the jury is still out on the young,talented wrestling clan as they start
the Middle Atlantic Conference
(MAC) playoff tournament today.

The men's basketball team had
their season abruptly ended last
night at Helferich Hall (see pg. 6).
The team finished their season a
co-champions of the Southeast
Division of the MAC (along with
Washington College) with 8 wins
and 2 losses. They were 18- 8
overall, easily their best record in
years.
The women's basketbaIT team
ended their campaign at 14-11

overall (sec below). They won a
share of the Southeast Division in
the MAC and earned the title of
tri-champions (along with Moravian College and Muhlenberg College) with 10 wins and 2 losses. It
was the women's first title in 75
years, and it was only their second
playoff appearance of the decade.
The women's indoor track squad
successfully defended their MAC
indoor title last weekend (see pg.
7). They faced 13 opposing teams

at the meet and camme out on top
with 48 points for the day. In the
process of doing so, nine- count'
em NINE- school records fell.
The squad is a youthful one and
hopews to continue it surprising
success.

compiled a regular season record
of 17 wins, 4 losses, and 2 ties.
Three freshmen, six juniors and a
senior will be leading the Grizzly
charge into this weekend's competition.

:****************
Congratulations are in order for

Another young clan has high these fine young teams which gave
hopes for their MAC tournament so much excitement this winter of
this weekend. The wrestlers begin 1987-88.
their title drive today at Messiah
College (see below). The matmen ~***************~
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Successful Record Wre~tlers
BY VERONICA ALGEO

OJ The Grizzly
The fun should continue well
into next season. The team's leading scorer and rebounder, Katrina
Derstine, returns; the assists and
steals leader, Ronni Algeo, returns;
Debbie Martin, who led the Bears'
perimeter shooting game, will
return; the "best running center in
the conference" has one year left in
the person of Laura Letukas; and
strong leadership and versatility
comes back in hard-working cocaptain Bridget Algeo. Only happier days should lie ahead.
"I had fun!'f said freshman
Debbie Imp Martin, "and this season wasjust a sign of what is yet to
come."

With quick players like Martin
heading the fastbreak, the team
hopes to become more consistently high-scoring and explosiveand, therefore, more entertaining
to their loyal fans.
All good things must come to an
end.
This popular saying definitely
holds true for the talented women's
basketball team. After a sensational,
eye-opening season, the young
upstart Lady Bears of Ursin us College had their season ended abruptly
on Tuesday night against Franklin
and Marshall College.
This MAC quarterfinal playoff
game, the Bear's first playoff game
since 1981, was a hard-fought contest played at F & M.

The F & M Diplomats are the
IS-ranked team in the nation, and
had beaten Ursinus earlier in the
year in a tight contest (84-76).
On Tuesday night, the Bears fell
behind early, by as much as 16
points, but had gotten the lead
cut to 6 and 7 points on numerous
occasions in the second half. Thus,
the Bears were forced to foul the
Diplomats in the final minute, and
F & M converted on all six free
throws-icing the contest with a
71-58 score.
"We showed a lot of character
fighting back the way we did," said
second year mentor, Lisa OrtlyCornish, "We didn't play well, but
we didn't give up. Our kids should
not hang their heads ... they accomplished so much this season!"
'Accomplished much, they did.
It was only the second appearance
of the decade for the Bears in the
conference playoffs, and it was the
program's first divisional title in
seventy-five years. Also, the team
won four non-conference games
this season, and they beat a Division II team, Immaculata College.
"We had 14 wins and 11 losses,"
said junior co-captain Bridget
Algeo, "We went 10-2 in the division. Next year, we want to beat
EVERYBODY ... notjust divisional
foes."
The team has much to look
forward to next year. They graduate but one senior, co-captaip Kris
Carr. All five starters are returning,
and most of the "super-subs" are

returning. The saying that goes: "A .

ReachtngPeak
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as ",.
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Its
bench,"t~am
IS very
eVident
lfl the
1987-88 edition of the wamen's
last year) and Messiah's Frank
BY BILL CONNOLLY
basketball team.
Tanco
(17-0) ready to challenge for
For The Grizzly
After a 25-9 loss to King's and a the gold.
"The reason for our success this
19-19 tie with Scranton in the
In the I 26-lb. class, Ursinus will
past year," said junior swing-guard
season finale, the Ursinus wrestling be missing junior Steve LauderMary Katherine Fisher, "was that
record stands at 17-4-2. Compe- milch (2nd place last year). Dante
each person had an integral, meantition in the 50th annual MAC Ardite will be vying to upset
ingful part in our playoff drive.
Championship Tourname'nt begins defending champ Brent Whitesel
From the basket to the bench,
today at Messiah College, and the of Messiah along with King's Eric
every athlete played a key role."
Bears will have to be at their peak Swank, E-town's Jeff Forrer (4th
if
they hope to equal or better last at 118, '87) and Del-Val's Bob
Fisher was not the only player
year's
third place finish.
Mokrynchuk (13-1-1 this year).
to voice these sentiments: "In our
The
battle
for
first
place
seems
Fre hman Kevin Athearn will
playoff game the other night," conto
be
between
defending
champion
be
competing at 134 in his first
tinued Kris Carr, "one of the playDelaware
Valley
and
runner-up
MA
C appearance, and the weight
ers on the bench said she did not
In
all,
twenty
teams
Lycoming.
class
looks tough. Defending
care if she played, she just wanted
will
compete
today
and
tomorrow
champ
Jim Bodai (Del-Val) and
to see the team win. It is that kind
for
the
championship
title.
In
silver medalist Jim Yost (Moraof unselfish attitude that has made
addition,
all
ten
weight
class
vian) are back to fight it out.
this team so good."
champions will qualify for the Messiah's Cordell Mu er went
NCAA Division III tournament in 11-0 this season, and Lycoming
These unselfish "super-subs"
March.
freshman Pete Solomon was
deserve notoriety. They are: freshWhile Del Val and Lycoming 14-2-1.
men Helga Slink Steidle, Donna
Junior Gerry Spadaccini is
are considered the favorites, a
Greybek, Nancy Koch, and Bonnumber of teams won't be far moving up to 142 this year, filling
nie Emmert; juniors Kimmer
behind as thr battle for third place the spot vacated by Dan Donahoe,
Graeff, Judy Facciolini, and Kate
looks fierce. Ursinus, along with last year's silver medalist.
Fisher; and sophomore Lynne
King's, Eli7abcthtown, Moravian,
Only one of 1981's medal
Ashmen, whose unselfish attitude
Scranton. and host Messiah, will winners returns to action, but
has helped the young team "gel"
be battling to keep the top two competition will be tough, of
and play together more as friends,
team~ within shooting range while
course. Roger Welser of Swarththan simply playing teammates.
also insuring a high place finish.
more (12-4-1) and King's Bob
Although the tournament seed- Ward (9-3) are two of the potential
"Lynnerd's good-hearted, uning are unavailable, a preview of medal winners in this division.
selfish attitude is almost impossithe favorites in each weight class - With five oflast
ble to imitate," said fellow sophoyear's six medal
will give an indication of Ursinus' winners returning for MAC commore, Ronni Algeo. "She is an
individual and team outlook.
entity that any coa~h and player
petition, the ISO-lb. class will be
At I 18. last year's silver medalist. one of the most brutally competiwould hate to lose. She is the type
Brian Maw of Lycoming. is back tive divisions of the tourney.
of player that makes playing baswith Ursinu< Tim Seislove <5th
ketball what it should be-FUN!"
See Wrestlers P. 8
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The Grizzly 'Proudly Salutes
Pauk Udovich

Tom Shivers

~.,'

Captain Udi Leads team in assists
by handing out over 5 assists per
game... A veraging 11 points per
game... A LL-MA C Southeast Last
year... tied career highs with 28
points and 6 assists in win over
Swarthmore this season... led team
with 19 points in win over Widener
Last Saturday.

Team Leader in scoring averaging,
15.4 per game andfree-throw percent at 91.4 ... has scored at least 20
points a game seven times this season. .. had career high 33 points
against Spring Garden ... MA C
player of the week for January
1I-17th.

Nick Goodwin
Chris Mulvaney

er~ecl

roLe PLayer",aVeraging -

Swirl Joyner

1

Leads team in rebounding (6.6)
and is second (12.2) in scoring... leads team in blocked shots... had
career high 24 points vs. Hopkins
and 14 rebounds against Division 1
Rider... has had doubLe figures in
scoring and rebounding 4 times
this season.

Regarded as one of the best defensive players in the leagup.. {fl'eraging just under }0 points a game... has scored doubLe digits in 15
games this season.

almost 5 points from the third
guard position ... great defensive
pLayer.

Pete Smith

Rob Cola
Tallest player on the team at
6'5 "... had career high 8 rebollnds
against Bea ver College this season... transferred from Villanova last
year and has been an admirable
spot player.

Freshman forward averaging 9.5
points a game from the bench... shooting aLmost 60 % from the
fieLd .. scored a career high 23 points
vs. Western Maryland.. .ranked
third in scorrng in New Jersey
averaging 24 points as a senior.

Todd McGowan

Matt Campbell
Khalil Meggett

5 '} 0 ",160 pound freshman poim
guard... hai!.r; from Liltle Silper
N.J.... greal leam oriented atliwdf'.

From Woodbury Heights, N.J...
ALL-South Jersey honorable mention in basketball. .. Leads 1. V team

I.

6'4" PhiladeLphia native... highjumper in high schooL... started playing
basketball in high school.

(not pictured)

John Maddox
1-___________-+ Second 011 team in reboulldill!:. .. averaging ol'er }O PO/Ill) per
game. .. ALL-MA C Southeast Last seaRon Algeo
S0l110 go along with Af4 (" Rookie
of [he Year.
Freshmen 1. V power forward...
started 1. V for the whoLe seaSean Kelly
son... hard work and dedication
brought him Varsity promotion lale 6'4",180 pound freshman forin season
ward... Comes from Glollcester
Calholic Hif?h School in Glou-

--------------

Jim Hennessey
5 '9", 155 pound freshman guard
... MVP of basketball team at St,
Pius X of Pottstown.

r;!n~',

BY CHUCK SMITH
Of The Grizzly
An exciting game last night at
Helfferich Hall ended in favor for
the wrong team as a base line
jumper with :01 second left on the
clock trickled through the net giving Moravian College a 57-55
Middle Atlantic Conference playoff
victory over Ursinus.
The loss ended a very successful
season for the men in which they
went 18-8. The Bears also gained a
playoff spot for the first time in five
years.

The Bears took an early 6-0 lead
as Swirl Joyner scored four of the
six points. But Moravian finally
scored three minutes into the game
and began to chop a wa y at the
Bears' lead, a lead that they would
take and never relinquish.
The Bears seemed to have a
monkey on their back throughout
the entire game. They were missing free-throws, and some very
easy shots. Every time they pulled
close to Moravian they couldn't
capitalize on the opportunity. It
was like someone above said that

the Bears weren't meant to win on
this occasion.
- But whatever the odds, the men
kept battling back. Moravian was
in the bonus with 7:30 left in the
game due to early foul trouble by
the Bears. But U C tightened up
their defense which was anchored
by Nick Goodwin to keep it close.
Nick contributed by blocking many
shots and playing under the boards
with authority.
The dramatics built up when
John Maddox hit one of two foul
shots to pull the Bears within three.

Moravian came right back as center Bernie Ivin hit a lay-up to push
the score to 55-50, Moravian.
With :44 seconds left, senior
captain Paul Udovich was fouled.
Udi went to the line and made
both ends of a one-in-one to put
the score at 55-52.
Moravian in-bounded the ball
to guard Mark Burke who was
fouled with :42 seconds left. Burke
went to the foul line and proceeded to miss the front end of a
bonus situation. UC ball.
Udi brought the ball up and

lV..!

passed to Tom Shivers on the left
side. Shivers measured up the
three-pointer and nailed it to tie
the score at 55-all, with :25 seconds
left. The Bear Ca ve was going wild
as it seemed that that someone
above was taking the monkey off
the Bears' back.
Moravian brought the ball up
and called time with :04 seconds
left. UC came out to see how Moravian was going to line up and
called time out.
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Our Bear Pack Champions
Sue Wehner

Yvette Dennis
Y Jlette Dennis, a fr eshman,
~ placed in five events at the MA C
meet. She finished first, second,
third, second and fifth in th e mile
.' relay, 60 yard dash, 300 meter run
440 run and the sprint relay respectively. This season Yvel1e has
broken thirteen school records
either on her own or as a part of a
relay team. A Iso a member of the
cross country team, Yvel1e will run
sprints and middle distance for
Ursinus this spring.

Donna Smicherko
Sophomore Donna Smicherko
competed for the first time at the
MA C meet. She reached a personal best of 27'7" in the shot put,
and though primarily a thrower,
ran the third leg of the distance
medley relay. This spring Donna
will contribute to the team in the
thro wing events.

~

Sue Wehner captured four places last Saturday. She received t wo
first, onefourth and onefifth in the
mile and two mile relays, th e 880
run, and the sprint relay respecti vely. Sh e has broken fi ve school
records this season both as a
member ofa relay team and on her
own. Sue ran cross country this
past fall and will compete in the
middle distance events this spring.

·"'~.11~ .1:

Monica Santangelo

Teresa Springer

Capturing fourth in the shot put
last Saturday was Monica Santangelo. She has also broken the
school record in the shot put at
Lafayette Invitational with a throw
of 34'4 and a half. Last year as a
freshman, Monicafinishedfifth in
the shot at the MA C Indoor Meet.
This spring Monica willprove to be
a great asset to the team on the shot
put and discus events.

Freshman Teresa Springer has
helped to break three school recordfl
this season as a member of relay'
teams. She came away from lasl
Saturday's meet with firsts in thc
mile and two mile relays and a
fifth in the sprint relay. Teresa ran
cross country this past fall and wi!
run in the distance races this spring.

Michelle Robertson
Kathy Bowers

Michelle Robertson, afreshman,
competed in the hurdles and the
distance relay last Saturday. It was
herfirst meet ofthe season. Michelle
will compete in the hurdles this
spring.

Kathy Bowers, a freshman,
placed first with both the mile and
two mile relay teams and fourth in
the 60-yard hurdles. She has broken
five school rerords this season in
the hurdles and relays. Kathy will
compete in the hurdles and middle
distance this spring.

Freshman Peggy Hermann competed for the first time this season
asa member ofthe distance medley
relay team. She will be competing
this spring in the shot, discus, and
triple jump.

Dorothy O'Malley

Patty Coyne

Dorothy O'Malley, a sophomore,
placed first, second and fourth in
the high jump, triple jump, an
long jump respectively last Saturday. She may go to Nationals in the
high jump. Dorothy has broken
school records in the high jump
(four times), triple jump, and as a
member of the mile relay team. S
is a member of the cross coun
team and will be jumping for th
this spring.

Freshman J>at~y Coyne was a
member of the/irst place-winning
fwO mill' relay tl'am. This team also
brokl' the schoollecord last Saturday. Pat~v al.\O ran thl' last leR of
the distanc(' medley relay. She
comp('{('d with the cross country
team thi.\ fall and will run di.\/{Il1ce
(or Uninus this spirng.

BY DOROTHY O'MALLEY
For The Grizzly
The Ursinus Women's Track
and Field team has again done the
amazing.J...ast vear a team ofsevcl1
freshmen w()n the MAC indoor
title. Une year later they did tt.e
very same thing at Widener University. The Lady Bears faceu th;rkcn
teams and came out on top with 48
points. Their closest competition,
Gettysburg (46 and a half) and
Haverford (44), made it a close
and exciting meet.
This year's victory is just as

Peggy Hermann

amazing as last year's surprise win.
Only two sophomores returned
from last year. The first event of
the day was the two mile relay
which Ursinus won-this was the
first of nine school records of the
day. The relay was comprised of
Kathy Bowers, Patty Coyne, Teresa
Springer, and Susan Wehner. Their
time was 10:38.1.
The team didn't realize early on.
but every point the~' received wa<,
criticalto the end reslllt. The second
event was a fifth place fini-;h by tht'
4Xllap relav team. It \\a' abo l1.l~·

next school record of the day.
Helga Steidle, _Yvette Dennis,
Teresa Springer and Susan \Vehner
came in with a time of 1:34 .9.
Dennis commented. "I'll run
whatever event you want me to,
Coach," and preceeded to hreak
three indIvidual records. Dennis
won two silver medals in the 60
yard dash (7.5) and the 440 (63.6).
She also got third place in the 300
(40.9). Dennis also competed ' in
two relay teams which set school
marks.
Kl:Ith~ B(J wers. who competed

(not pictured)

Helga Steidle
Freshman Helga Steidle plac
in three events last Saturday. Sh
finished third in the long and trip
jumps and fifth in the sprint rei
She has broken school records I
the triple and long jumps.

also in two record breaking relays,
sought some personal glory in her
specialty. the 60 yard hurdles.
Bowers placed fourth and broke a
school rl'( .)rcl with a time of 9.5.
The only individual with a first
place finish was Dorothy O'Malley who won the high jump.
O'Malley cleared the bar at 5'4", a
personal best and another school
record. She also placed-fourth in
the highjump (15'5") behind teammate Helga Steidle's third place
finish.
Other point earners for the day

were Wehner who ran to a fourth
place finish in the 880 (2:35.9) and
Santangelo who tossed the shotput
32' II and a quarter for another
fourth pl~e finish.
Those are the statisics, when
the meet came down to the last
two events, the triplejump and the
mile relay, Ursinus ar:td Gettysburg
were neck and neck: It was these
events that were to decide the out-·
come of the meet. O'Malley and
Steidle placed second (33'3 and a
quarter) and third (32' II and a
See Grizzly P. 12

Compiled by Peggy Hermann, Layout Editor
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Bears Making Tracks
BY DEAN LENT
For The Grizzly

in all of his tosses, and finally winning the event with a toss of 50' 4".
Some things seem impossible. In the high jump, Rick Lowe
Whether it's trying to get every repeated as champion, soaring over
student to a CAB event or to go to the other competitors to win the
all their classes, there are just some event with ~n incredible leap of 6'
things that aren't meant to be.
8" (for those who cannot imagine
Dethroning Haverford College what that is like, try jumping over
as Indoor MAC champions is one Ursinus forward Rob Cola and
of those seemingly impossible tasks. add two more inches, at that!).
Last Saturday at the MAC Cham- Lowe's jump was a personal best,
pionships at Widener University, as well as a new indoor school
the Fords won their third straight record. The other victory of the
indoor title, piling up an astonish- day went to Dean Lent in the 880
ing 73 points. Widener was a dis- yd. run. Lent, running a very tactitant 2nd with 46 points, followed cal race, surged after two laps and
by Swarthmore with 42, and Ursi- held on to win, breaking the tape
nus with 31 points. The perfor- in 2:01.9.
mance of the Bears was particuThese victories, coupled with
larly impressive when coupled with numerous third through fifth plathe fact that they did not have the ces the Bears achieved in other
manpower that the other teams events, enabled U.C. to put together
did, and they also have no indoor a strong showing. Despite a lack of
track to practice 0 11, unlike the top depth, the Bears held their own
three teams.
and produced some fine perforHaverford's success came as a mances.
On the track, the Bears got a 4th
result of winning nine of the seventeen events, and placing high in the . place finish in the two mile run by
remaining ones. Although the Fords freshman John Martin (9:49.3)
seemed unbeatable, three Bears and a 6th from sophomore Jim
came away victorious.
Heinze (9:57). Dean Lent took a
For the second year in a row,
All-American John Wood easily
captured the shot-put title. Wood
wasted little time showing his
dominance by throwin over 50 ft.

George From

senior Richard Dunlap mastered
the sharp turns of Widener to take
a 5th in the 300 (34.2).
In the field, sophomore Lou
Haenel was very impressive. Haenel took 4th in the longjump with
a leap of21' and one-quarter inch;
this was only the third meet that
Haenal has jumped in all year.

The relay teams almost had a
perfeot day-almost because the 4
x 1 lap relay was disqualified when
Dunlap was blatantly pushed off
the track by a Gettysburg runner,
and co'~ld not get back into the
race. However, all was not hopeless, because both the Distance
Medley '\ Relay and Mile Relay
teams todk valuable scoring places.
The DMR team of Mike McMullin, Rich Kobylinski, Dean
Lent and Jim Doyle surprised all
with their third place finish. Doyle
and Lent teamed up with Dunlap
and Paul McNally to take a 5th in
the Mile Relay.
The Bears' performance was a
good one. They can now set their
sights on the outdoor season, but
not quite yet. Next on the agenda is
the
Keough Invitational meet at
4th in the mile (4:30.8), while
Haverford,
followed by a trip to
Martin placed seventh (4:37).
Portland,
Maine
for the Division
Sophomore James Doyle contiIII
ECAC
Championships
during
nued to run well, taking a 5th in
the 880 yd. run (2:04), while th.e first weekend of S ~ring Break.

P. 4

and third consistently.
And why dil so many skater~
fall in figure competition this year?
Even if they didn't fall, the East
German judge would have found a
flaw for sure. And finally, the
hockey team bowed out, but not
after another gutsy performance
against the Soviets. After their
games were over, their complained
that they didn't play enough tough
teams in preparing for the Olympics. Where is the. problem?
Don't get me America, I strongly
respect the hours of sacrifice an
training these athletes got through
to get to the Olympics. But let's
face it, our elite are being outmatched drastically by countries,
one-twentieth of our size. We are
( one of the most highly technological and wealthy countries in the
world. We ha ve year-round facilities for training for the Olympics.
We supposedly have some of
the best athletes and coaches in the
world, so why are we losing?
We're not just losing, we're getting '
kiJIed. Thanks to our figure skaters, who have the lowest budget,
we at least ha ve a few medals. I am
proud of my country and cannot
understand, with all the resources
available to us, why we cannot

& fOtl-
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Wrestlers From P. 5
Defending champ Tracy Snyder is
looking for his third cham pionship, but King's Dave Kuhl (24-0)
and Lycoming's Troy Gardner
(14-5) must be reckoned with, as
both wrestlers defeated Snyder
earlier this year.
Jay Peichel (Swarthmore), an
All-American and last year's silver
medalist, and Dennis Udicious of
Scranton (la~t year's bronze
medalist) also return. Tough freshman Vic Zampetti will be giving
his all for the Bears.
At 158, freshman Tom Love
will be taking the mat in another
rugged weight class. Defending
champ Scott Schlenker ofMuhlenberg went 22-0 this year, and
bronze medalist Steve Daigle of
Scranton was 7-1-1.
Joe Lawrence of Susquehanna
should give Schlenker some pressure if he has recuperated from a
rib injury.
Junior Dave Durst (20-4) is
looking for his first MAC medal in
a 167-lb division that should be a
bloodbath. Defending champion
and All-American Randy Worrell
of Del-Val is ready to compete
after a 10-2 season.
Susquehanna's Chris Labrecque
captured 2nd at 158 I~st year and
is coming off a 12-2 season. Western Maryland' Skip Sinak was
13-1-1 this year, the tie coming in
a match aga inst Durst.
Defending champ and AllAmerican Garth Lakitsky of DelVal returns to defend his title at
177 after a 14-1 season. John Love

will be competing for Ursinu~ in
this cia s, along with bronze
medalist Bryan Neidigh of Lycoming (16-3).
Messiah's Bob Weaver, a freshman who went] 1-2, looks tough
as well.
Chuck Odgers who has won
fourth place honors for three consecutive years, moves up to the
190-1b division and is a definite
medal contender. Silver medalist
Mark Minotti of Moravian returns
looking for his first title, and
Lycoming's Jody Bitner is coming
off a 17 -2 season.
(n the heavyweight class, Ron
Matthew (20-3) is hungry for his
first MAC title after finishing 2nd
to Lycoming's Mike Gilmore last
year. Gilmore, who owns a 14-0-1
record this year, is looking for his
third consecutive championship.
Dean McDavitt of King's (153) is also likely to take a medal at
heavyweight.
The 1987-88 Bears campaign
has been a successful one. Considering the loss of several 1987
MAC medal winners, the Bears
ha ve performed exceptionally well.
The team has grown up in a hurry,
with the freshman inexperience of
December turning into the winning excitement of February.
They've fought hard and hung
tough through the good and the
bad, and the MACs stand as a final
test of this season. The Bears ha ve
done well this season "studying"
for the test and we wish them weJl
in their "final exam" today and
tomorrow.

<jJf-tf-

In'v ite You to
"The Bridge",
"Simply Great"
Food & Spirits .*******
'til 1:00 a.Dl.

.***********

LANTERN Deadline

We serve our /u,j menu from 9 a.m. to 1 a.m. Every Day

The Lantern is now accepting
poetry, short stories, black and
white photos and artwork, as well
as cover art.
CONTEST-Fifty dollars will be
awarded to the best overall work
published in the spring issue.
Deadline is MARCH 18 Place
contributions in Red Box, Myrin
Library, First Floor

~**************************
-Take out Beerfrom' "The Bridge Shop"
~

Many Imports & Domestics

Beers to choose from

f*************************
*.
ID
.
Proper

j

required

con~ndintheWinterOlym~cs.r
l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1
See George P. 9
'

-.
.

V'
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Harrison Floating on Cloud Nine
was accused of makmg "treadmil1" albums: he became engrossed
with Eastern religion and culture
and artistically bogged down.
Fortunately, on Cloud Nine he had
some friends to assist him. Jeff
Lynne (ofELO fame) co-produced
this album. Eric Clapton appears
on the album, as does Gary Wright
(remember "Dream Weaver"?),
Elton John, and Ray Cooper (a
percussionist who has appeared
with John and virtually every other
British rock star one can name.)
As a result of these contributors,
the album has its moments. "This
is Love" features wa-wa guitar
reminiscent of Harrison's interpretation o~ Bob Dylan's "If Not

BY STEVE GALL

Grizzly Music Critic
Yesterday was George Harrison's
45th birthday, and it is therefore
fitting to look at his latest endeavor,
Cloud Nine (Dark Horse/Warner
Bros.).
As a Beatie, Harrison had to
struggle to develop songwriting
quality. By 1966 he had made
major contributions to the group,
most notably on Revolver. In considering he was in competition
with John Lennon and Paul McCartney, this effort was quite an
.
achievement.
Harrison recorded the critically
acclaimed A II Things Must Pass in
1970. After this production, he

George From P. 8

For You," which appeared on All
Things Must Pass. The listener
who enjoys grancfiose orchestration
not unlike A bbey Road and ELO
endeavors will enjoy "Someplace
Else" and "When We Was Fab."
At least one of the "Fab" 's
harmonies, in fact seems to be
lifted from ELO's 1974 hit "Can)
Get It Out of My Head."
For better or worse, Harrison
reaches a wide audience with this
release. While the album is more
prominently pop than rock, at
least Harrison has left his ponderous
religious themes behind. George
Harrison's Cloud Nine earns a
mark of B.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

do not want to see profcs. jonal petition. The private industry
athletes compete for us either. representatives were selected from
Even our pro hockey players members of the Olympic Execucouldn't beat the80viets. We have tive Board. I believe they will be
more than enough amateur talent very objective. After all, they have
in the states to compete strongly nothing to lose.
for the gold.
The inspection committee is led
Maybe something finally will be by the ever-losing George Steindone. The U.S. Olympic Commit- brenner of the New York Yankees.
tee (USOC) President has an- Mr. Controversy himself, I'm sure
nounced that a committee of pri- George will make some waves.
vate industry members will exa- However, one thing he said made
mine every aspect of the USOC me laugh. Referring to our training
program. They want to know facilities, .he said that Americans
where all the donated corporate spend enough money on everymoney is going, if there are ade- thing else in life- why can't we
quate training facilities, and any- spend it on the Olympics for our
thing else that might make the U.S. athletes. That comment coming
more "productive" in world com- from the man who made the game

'.

-

of baseball salaries the joke it is
today!
If our entire Olympic Committee is as bad as we think, I hope
CBS shows The Wizard of Oz
every night of the Olympics. Yes I
watched it, but I also watch the
Olympics every night. They excite
me, and I pull my hardest for each
American who competes.
I just get tired of seeing upc1ose-and-personal specials on
cocky, ignorant, playboy skiers
from Europe and the lovely Y'omen
speedskaters from East Germany,
or was it U rsinus? Whatever
happens, our Olympics have become a soap opera with cartoon
plots. Go get 'em George!

Ensemble Enchanting
BY MATT MAK

OJ The Grizzly
The muffled swoosh of a truck
driving down snow-covered Main
Street filtered through Bomberger
Auditorium Thurday, February 11,
during the Fine Arts forum
program.
I wanted to stay for the whole
forum, which featured the Philadelphia Guitar Ensemble, but I
wanted to get back to Channel 6
and catch the rest of The Wrath of
Khan. In the meantime, I would
listen to the melliflous and harmonizing sounds of the Ensemble's
performance. (I have never had an
appreciation of classical guitar, but
I thoroughly enjoyed the rhythmic
strumming that was so .different
from the music I hear on campus,
or the WSNI-WMMR-WVOU
combo that plays in Wismer.)
The soothing music that echoed
in the auditorium was also very
relaxing after a full day of classes
I felt sleepy when I left, but it was
not the kind of sleepiness one gets
while waiting in the dentist's office,
but rather the kind one gets while
listening to a favorite oldies tune.

Professor of Music, Anthony think they could have spared ten
Branker, introduced the four minutes, which was roughly the
bearded men as the Philadel phia duration of the first piece. For,
Guitar Ensemble. The leader although they were not the Philaexplained they are an "ensemble" delphia Orchestra, the Philadelphia
and not a quartet, because they Guitar Ensemble was a treat to
hear.
often break up into a trio or duo
But since there was no interand sometimes play with other
musicians. Many students came to mission, and I wanted to see
turn in their forum cards and left, William Shatner's terrible hairnot even giving the Guitar En- piece, I discreetly left the front row
semble a chance to be heard. I before the next piece towards the
end of the program.
7
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Projected Art Center Plans
Plans for the Philip I. Berman
Art Center. are completed. As
pictured below, Dagit-Saylor
Architects have drawn up the
proposed plans for the future
Center.
To the right of this column,
pictured is the outside planned
entrance to the Center. The
entrance will face the Quad, ~~~~4~~~~
with a cul-de-sac in place of the
current thorough fare.
In the middle, the plans for
the Main Level (where Zack's
. ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. .
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and Student Activities used to
be) and the lower level (the past
Game Room) are displayed.
To the bottom left, there is
the plans for the upper level, the
to-be former homes of Student
Publications and Union <:;onference rooms.
To the lower right is a
projected look of the main
gallery of the Center (the former
TV).
These plans are only the first
part of the campus renovations
planned.
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Air Band Acts Wow Wismer Crowd
The Fifth Annual Airband was held last Friday night,
Febraury 19th. Sponsored by the Resident Assitants, the program was held in order to aid 1987 graduate Rick Stefanowicz,
who suffers from Hodgkins Disease. Sixteen acts performed to
a pac~ed Wismer Auditorium.
The Couch Potatoes (Chris Harbach, Phil Seluchins, Scott
Duberson, John Spoltore, Steve Seetoo, and Lynne Edwards)
won first place for their interpretation of George Michael's "I'm
Your Man".
Second place was a warded to Stupid, Stupid Men (Zeta Chi
fraternity) for their clever "The Cat's In The Cradle" (Harry
Chapin).
Third prize went to Chris LaRosa for his impersonation of
George Michael and "Faith"
Zeta Chi and liThe Cats in the Cradle" win the second place prize.

••

Chris LaRosa's "Faith" captured third place.
Tau Sigma Gamma performed "Pump Up the Volume" and "Staying Alive. "

Masters of Ceremony Greg Schultz and Air Mihos spiced up the crowd Friday night.
"You Look Marvelous" was one of the Air Band acts.

Compiled by Kim Vernon
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Classified

Grizzly From P. 7
quarter) respectively in the triple
iump . They earned impprtant
points for the team and beat one of
ATTENTION
two Gettysburg opponents.
Anyone interested in a Red Cross
Bowers, Springer, Wehner and
CPR and Standard First Aid course,
contact Dr. Davidson (x2251). Class Dennis came through in the mile
size will be limited to 15-20 people. relay. They ran to a first place finA fee will be charged for necessary ish and the final school record for
material. The class will be offered on the day. Their time was 4:26.6.
Thursday nights-no specific dates
These last two events pushed
have been set. SIGN UP NOW!
Ursin us ahead of Gettysburg by
one and a half points and once
again, Ursinus captured the MAC
Look for the
GREAT AMERICAN team title.

Kiss From P. 2
Then someone up above changed
his mind as Moravian in-bounded
the ball and scored the winning
basket.
I would like to wish all the luck
in the world to Bears captain Paul
Udovich, who was playing in his
last college game. It has been a
great pleasure to watch #22 run
the basketball team over the years.
There may be a lot of f~ces back
next year but it will be a different
team without him. Thanks Udi.

POPCORN MACHINE
in the Student Center.
(13-14p)

,It

BABYSITTER NEEDED in my home
for infant. Flexible hours 'according to individual class schedule. Good pay. Call 4890924. (14-17pd)

OUTSIDE WORK
Will train. Athletic hardworking RELIABLE student. $1
per hour plus. Full & part
time. Call eves 6-8. Paul Blachose Roofing. 935-8268 or
933-1313. (16-21)
BOOM BUSINESS OF THE 80's
Start making money from 1st day
Company provides equipment,
duct business supplies, and locatI
Top locations are available NOW!
Minimum investments 8,000 to 15,500.
Call Collect 904-767-3536 Mr. Dean.

UC Student Discount20% Off Membership Fee

VCR Rentals ________________________ .__ $7.95
Weekend Special ____________ $19.95
Pick up VCR Friday-Return Monday
Free Popcorn with every rental
COLLEGEVILLE SHOPPING CENTER
Rt. 29 and Ridge Pike

---III

(14).

At the Movies
HOOSIERS
Feb. 26 9:00 pm
Wismer Auditorium

-------------- "

CAB PRESENTS:
BARBER & SEVILLE
An Evening of Hilarious Comedy
9:00 pm Bomberger Auditorium

"" ,
" ,,
,,

FORUM
Mar.2 The EPA: "The Wetlands:
Problems, Preservation and Values
7:30 pm Wismer Auditorium

Yes, I am a member of a sorority, and I do defend the Greek system. But the
line is drawn when lives are endangered. How can Dr. Doughty write that I
have or The Grizzly has an "obvious bias.' ~ Apparently he has not carefully
followed our coverage of the pledging policy changes and of last semester's
sorority pledging.
Kindly refer to the Nov. 9, 1987 edition. My editorial expressed my
"disgust" with a sorority's violation of the Anti-hazing Law. When a pledge
was taken to the hospital for suspected alcohol poisoning, I commented,
"Open your eyes. It was not until last Tuesday's mishap with an intoxicated
pledge that Kane forbade any alcohol use during pledging. Up until that
point, the responsibiljty was placed in the hands of each sorority.... The
administration and student body need to work together on this matter."
Open your .eyes, Dr. Doughty. In another editorial (Feb. 5) Editor Hart
defends the administration, not the Greeks. She states, "Many believe that the
Administration is 'out ofline' in asking the fraternities and sororities to bring
pledging acti~ities within the confines of the new Anti-hazing Law. To those
of you who concur with this Matement: Face facts. The administration is not
enforcing these laws because they want to; the administration is enforcing
these laws because they must."
Doughty also states, " ... the author is incapable of recognizing the responsibility of the Greek system .. .for the wastage of young lives." Is he implying that
all Greek organizations are responsible for the few lives lost during
pledging- none of which has occurred at Ursinus- or is he implying that I
am wasting my life because I am Greek? (Well over one-half of the students
cited in Who's Who in American College Students are Greek.)
It doesn't matter whether or not Callahan was a pledge; it matters that
Lambda Chi served alcohol to a minor; it matters that Callahan drank the
alcohol as a minor.
"Peer pressure" is a very misleading term. Is it that important to belong to
the Ursinus Greek system, of which a little over 40 percent of the student
body are actually members? Peer pressure would be more justified if the
percentage was conside·rably higher.
As we are in the midst of President Richter's "Social Revol ution," how can
Dr. Doughty, a highly respected faculty member, avoid the issues claiming
that he is "frankly tired." Most students do not know what Dr. Doughty's
views were 13 years ago, or even 2 years ago. Most students prefer to live in
the present. And as Dr. Doughty should know (as a history professor), history
must repeat itself several times before people can accept the true message.
I wish everyone in the Ursinus community was as concerned as Dr.
Doughty about pledging and The Grizzly's coverage of its events and devel'Opments. I thank him for his letter.
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